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A new frontier to explore and conquer. One of the most brutal and dangerous frontiers in the known world, ruled by
bloodthirsty tribal tribes and wild beasts. Explore the mysterious wilderness of the barbaric Pictish domain. Brave the unknown
in brutal winds, snow and sleet. Construct your own city and fortress from 36 unique building pieces and develop a strong
defense against raiders, wild beasts and savage tribes. Dock your ship on the shores of the Archipelago and enjoy sea-based
gameplay in your own exclusive Cargohold. Develop your own landmass with Giant Monuments, Fortified Settlements, fully
expanded Elites and an advanced Steamworks feature. Unleash the new Pet System to tame wild animals. Fulfill your Hunting
Habits by hunting wild boar, bears, elk and other exotic animals with your own exclusive pelt. Create your own Guilds and
Task Forces. Secure new land for your settlement and fortress by building farms, iron and stone mines. Protected by huge
Cliffs, Forests and Snowy Mountains, this frontiers are a harsh and uninhabitable place to live. Game-play in The Savage
Frontier: A large and powerful tribe of savage raiders, known for their cruel raids and merciless attacks. Lack of shelter, fire
and food; these tribes do not have access to basic forms of technology. Enemies in The Savage Frontier are very intelligent and
can change their strategy at any time. Battle enemies with a range of different weapons, from arrows to sword. The Savage
Frontier is a big wilderness with no external support. Do not be surprised if the barbarians simply tear your city apart. Savage
tribes in The Savage Frontier raid and pillage settlements, hoping to find something to plunder. The tribes are a known danger
and must be taken into account in your every move. Hunt and trade with the tribes. The tribes can also be used as a threat and
attack your settlement. If you can destroy a tribe completely, you will gain their loyalty. A tribe that has been weakened to the
point where it cannot attack is a worthy ally. Go into battle with many tribes at once. Enemies have a variety of tactics and
abilities to use to their advantage. Enemies' raids are much more frequent, so be careful what you build. Enemies can also use
ranged weapons and artillery. Powerful tribal war
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Introduction

Fate/EXTELLA - Sweet Room Dream will be released on February 11, 2017 in North America & Europe. Check
the product description for release details.
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